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Test Information 

This test is an informal, diagnostic assessment tool designed to assess articulation and phonological 

processes in children and adults. This test is designed to be used by a Yiddish speaking examiner. No 

standardization has been done at this time. 

 

Primary Target Population 

Children and adults age 3;6 and up from American Hasidic families who speak Yiddish exclusively. 

 

Secondary Target Population 

Children and adults age 2;6 and up who speak Yiddish. Some words might be difficult to elicit from this 

population, e.g., ריש from a 2;6 child or ‘jail’ from an Israeli Yiddish speaking child. 

 

Test Set Up 

Examiner should sit opposite to the examinee with the pictures facing the examinee and the words 

facing the examiner. The scoring sheet should be placed behind the test easel out of sight from the 

examinee. 

 

Test Administration 

Examiner should present a picture and ask 'דעיס? איז וואס'  and wait for a response. If a response is not 

forthcoming, the examiner should cue the examinee without using the target word, e.g., for זעםבע , the 

examiner should prompt ____ מען קערט אויף מיט א'' . If a response is still not forthcoming the examiner 

should give the target word and then give a distraction, e.g., 
  'דעיס איז א בעזעם, מיט דעם קערט מען אויף. וואס איז דעיס?' 

 

Scoring 

 Recording responses 

While administering the test use page 2 of the test protocol to record the responses. If the 

examinee omits a phoneme in a target response, that phoneme should be crossed out in the 

scoring sheet. If the examinee substitutes a phoneme for another phoneme, the substituted 

phoneme should be entered next to the target phoneme. The following table provides examples 

of various responses for the target word /bezəm/ (בעזעם) 

 

Response  

bezə /b __ □2 e __ □1 z __ □9 ə __ □ m __ □3 / 

pesə /b __ □2 e __ □1 z __ □9 ə __ □ m __ □3 / 

zəm /b __ □2 e __ □1 z __ □9 ə __ □ m __ □3 / 

mezə /b __ □2 e __ □1 z __ □9 ə __ □ m __ □3 / 

bɛzəm /b __ □2 e __ □1 z __ □9 ə __ □ m __ □3 / 
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Please note that to assess only articulation of consonants, only phonemes that are highlighted in 

blue need to be recorded. To also assess vowels, the phonemes that are highlighted in green 

should also be recorded. To assess phonological processes, all phonemes should be recorded. 

When the examinee produces a phoneme in error you may probe their stimulability for that 

phoneme. If the phoneme can be stimulated, a check mark should be placed in the little box 

next to that phoneme. 

 

Assessing phonological processes 

To assess phonological processes, take page 3 of the test protocol, 

fold over the first two columns to the back, place it over the 

completed page 2 and align the rows (see figure 1.) Use the 

phonological processes table on the bottom of page 3 to determine 

what phonological processes might be involved in the articulation 

errors. Put a check mark () in the corresponding cells. After 

recording all phonological process, tally the check marks in each 

column and insert the total in the bottom row. This will give you a 

ratio of how many of the target words that are subject to that 

particular phonological process, your examinee used that 

phonological process. 

 

Transferring the data to the cover sheet 

 Articulation 

Each highlighted phoneme in page 2 has a superscripted number next to it. This shows 

on which row that phoneme appears in the cover sheet. Go through all the highlighted 

errors recorded in page 2 and enter them in the corresponding cells on the cover sheet. 

If your examinee omitted a phoneme you should mark an x in that cell. If your examinee 

substituted a phoneme for another phoneme, enter the substituted phoneme in the 

corresponding cell on the cover sheet. For example, if your examinee produced [mezə] 

for /bezəm/, and you have recorded it in page 2 like this: 
 

 
 

You should transfer that to the cover page like this: 

 
 

Phonological Processes 

You simply transfer the numbers from the bottom row of page three to the cover page. 

 

Notes on IPA symbols relevant to Yiddish 

The IPA symbol for the חית sound is /x/ and for the צדיק sound is /ts/. The correct IPA symbol for the r 

sound used in English is /ɹ/. The /r/ symbol really stands for the trill r sound used in Yiddish. 

Figure 1 


